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Let Y be a closed subspace of L”(p), where p is an arbitrary measure and 
1 <p< co. It is shown that every invertible operator V on Y such that 
sup{ 11 V”II: n = 0, f 1, f 2,...} < io (in particular, every surjective isometry of Y) can 
be expressed in the form V = elA, where A is well bounded of type (B) (i.e., A has a 
spectral “diagonalization” analogous to, though weaker than, that in the spectra1 
theorem for self-adjoint operators). This result, which fails if Y is replaced by an 
arbitrary reflexive space, is obtained by a blend of the transference method of Coif- 
man and Weiss with SteEkin’s Theorem and a recent result in abstract operator 
theory. It has the direct consequence that every uniformly bounded one-parameter 
group on Y is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a projection-valued mapping of R. 
An additional consequence is that every hermitian-equivalent operator on Y is well 
bounded of type (B). In the setting of an arbitrary Banach space X, power-bounded 
operators with a logarithm of the form iA with A well bounded of type (B) are 
studied. It is shown that if V is such an operator on X, then for every functionfof 
bounded variation on the unit circle, I.,“= -,f(n) V” converges in the strong 
operator topology. This result, which formally is a transference by V of Steckin’s 
Theorem, makes it possible to calculate directly from V a (normalized) logarithm 
for V and the spectral projections for the logarithm. 13 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a closed subspace of LP(p), where 1 <p < co and p is an 
arbitrary measure, and let V be any operator on Y which is power-boun- 
ded (i.e., V is invertible, and sup{ I/ V”II : n = 0, + 1, f 2 ,... } < co). We show 
in Theorem (4.8)(ii) that V can be written in the form eiA, where A is a 
bounded operator on Y having a spectral “diagonalization” analogous to, 
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though weaker than, that occurring in the spectral theorem for self-adjoint 
operators. In the precise terminology described and adopted in Section 2, A 
is a well-bounded operator of type (B), and the conclusion of Theorem (4.8) 
(ii) asserts that V is trigonometrically well-bounded. In Section 3 we 
develop an abstract Fourier-series analysis for Banach space operators 
which are simultaneously power-bounded and trigonometrically well-boun- 
ded. The abstract machinery of Section 3 automatically goes into effect for 
power-bounded operators on Y once Theorem (4.8)(ii) is established. To 
illustrate the combined effects of Sections 3 and 4, we state here the follow- 
ing partial summary of Theorem (4.8)(“) n in conjunction with Theorem 
(3.1O)(ii), postponing a description of spectral families of projections and 
their integration theory until Section 2. 
THEOREM. Let Y be a subspace of L”(p), where ,u is a measure and 
1 <p < CO. Suppose that V is a power-bounded operator on Y. Then: 
(i) V has a logarithm of the form i s$,zn, i.dE(1), where E(.) is a spec- 
tral family of projections in Y; 
(ii) for each complex-valuedfunction f of bounded variation on the unit 
~$:,~~~= N.P(n) V”) converges in the strong operator topology as 
Conclusion (i) of this theorem is used to show (in Theorem (4.21)) 
that every uniformly bounded one-parameter group on Y is the Fourier 
Stieltjes transform of a spectral family of projections. 
Without need of Section 3, Theorem (4.8)(ii) has the direct con- 
sequence that every hermitian-equivalent operator on the space Y 
described above is well bounded of type (B) (see Theorem (4.12)). 
To make the paper more self-contained, section 2 is denoted to a sum- 
mary of the pertinent methodology from the theory of well-bounded 
operators. We conclude, in Section 5, with some counterexamples which 
rule out various directions of generalization for Theorem (4.8)(ii). For 
instance, the space Y cannot be replaced by an arbitrary reflexive Banach 
space (see Example (5.1)). 
Our considerations merge three main themes: the transference notion of 
Coifman and Weiss [5]; well-bounded operators; and SteEkin’s Theorem 
for the additive group Z of integers, which we take in the following form 
(see, e.g., [6, Theorem 20.71). 
(1.1) THEOREM (SteEkin). Let BV(T) denote the Banach algebra of all 
complex-valued functions of bounded variation on the unit circle T, with the 
norm 111. /II,, given by 
lll.flll T = I.fU)I +var(.L Th 
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where var (f, T) is the total variation of J Zf 1 <p < GO, there is a constant 
C, such that for each f E BV(U) convolution by j; the Fourier transform off, 
is a bounded operator on Lp(Z ) whose norm does not exceed C, 111 f 11 T. 
Before describing the interplay of our main themes, it will be necessary 
to state in some detail the General Transference Theorem of Coifman and 
Weiss because of its central role. Suppose G is a locally compact, amenable 
group, A is a a-finite measure space, 1 <p < co, and S is a closed subspace 
of Lp(A). Let u H R, be a strongly continuous representation of G by 
bounded operators on S such that for FE S, (R,F)(x) is jointly measurable 
in (u,x)~GxA’, and c=sup{IIRJ: UEG} <co. Let $E L’(G) have com- 
pact support, and denote by Y the operator of convolution by $ on LP(G). 
(1.2) GENERAL TRANSFERENCE THEOREM [S, Theorem2.41. Put 
(H,F)(x) = sIC/(u)(R,-lF)(x) du for FES,XEA. 
G 
Then H, is a bounded linear mapping of S into S such that II H, II < c2 II YII. 
(In should be mentioned that the General Transference Theorem is 
stated in [S] only for the case S= L”(A), but the proof therein covers the 
case Sr L”(A) as asserted in Theorem (1.2).) When the group G in (1.2) is 
specialized to Z, measure-theoretic complications associated with Fubini’s 
Theorem are replaced by considerations with finite sums, and the proof of 
[S, Theorem 2.41 can be simplified so as to dispense with the o-finiteness 
requirement on the measure space A (see Theorem (4.2)). The 
demonstration of Theorem (4.8)(ii) proceeds by applying this specialized 
version of Theorem (1.2) and SteEkin’s Theorem to show that the power- 
bounded operator V in the hypotheses has an AC(T)-functional calculus, 
where AC(T) denotes the Banach subalgebra of BV(T) consisting of the 
absolutely continuous functions of U. The proof is completed by invoking 
[3, Theorem (2.3)], which characterizes trigonometrically well-bounded 
operators on reflexive Banach spaces by the possession of an AC(U)- 
functional calculus. Thus Theorem (4.8)(ii) is a transference phenomenon. 
In contrast the abstract Fourier analysis in Section 3 is inspired by a purely 
formal simulation of the statement in the General Transference Theorem. 
Specifically, let U be a power-bounded, trigonometrically well-bounded 
operator on a Banach space X, and let f E BV(U). Consider the bounded 
representation &? of Z in X defined by 9,, = U” for n E Z. By SteEkin’s 
Theorem ( 1.1) p determines a bounded convolution operator on LP(E) for 
1 <p < co. However, the General Transference Theorem (1.2) cannot 
possibly apply to the representation 9 and the convlution kerneli since, in 
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particular, p need not belong to L’(Z), and X need not even be reflexive. 
Nevertheless, in the context at hand the conclusion of Theorem (1.2) states 
in a purely formal way that C,“= _ a; p(n) Us-” is a bounded operator on X. 
We show in Theorem (3.1O)(ii) that this series does in fact converge in the 
strong operator topology, and thus an abstract transference of SteEkin’s 
Theorem is valid for U. This result is deduced from a blend of classical 
Fourier series methods and an abstract type of Riemann-Stieltjes 
integration (with respect to a spectral family of projections), and provides 
formulas for direct calculation from U of its (normalized) logarithm and 
the corresponding spectral projections (Theorems (3.18) and (3.2O)(ii)). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect, in a convenient form, the known items we shall 
need from the theory of well-bounded operators. 
Let J= [a, b] be a compact interval of the real line [w. We denote by 
BV(J) (resp. AC(J)) the Banach algebra of complex-valued functions 
having bounded variation on J (resp. absolutely continuous on J) with the 
norm IIlflliJ= If(b)1 + var(f, J). Let X be a Banach space, and B(X) the 
Banach algebra of bounded operators on X. 
DEFINITION. An AC(J)-functional calculus (resp. A C( U)-functional 
calculus) for an operator T E g(X) is a norm-continuous homomorphism ;
of AC(J) (resp. AC(T)) into g(X) such that ;I sends the identity map to T 
and the function identically 1 to I, the identity operator of X. In either case 
we say y is weakly compact provided that for each .Y E X. y(. )x is a weakly 
compact linear mapping of the domain of ‘; into X. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. An operator T E B(X) is called well bounded provided 
that for some compact interval J, T has an AC(J)-functional calculus. 
(Note that in this event, o(T), the spectrum of T, must be a subset of J.) 
Well-bounded operators were introduced by Ringrose [ 17. 181 and 
Smart [ 191. Without further specialization Definition (2.1) is too weak for 
our purposes in Section 3, since a well-bounded operator on the arbitrary 
Banach space X need not have a spectral decomposition in terms of projec- 
tions acting in X (see, e.g., [6, Example 16.5-J). The relevant notion for our 
considerations is that of type (B) well-bounded operator introduced in [2] 
(note especially [2, Theorem 4.2(ii] ). 
DEFINITION. An operator TE a(X) is said to be well bounded of’ type 
(B) provided that for some compact interval J, T has a weakly compact 
AC(J)-functional calculus. (Note that every well-bounded operator on a 
reflexive space is automatically of type (B).) 
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As will be seen presently (in Proposition (2.11)), well-bounded operators 
of type (B) can be characterized by an appropriate spectral decomposition 
expressed in terms of a “spectral family” of projections acting in the 
underlying Banach space. 
DEFINITION. A spectral family of projections in X is a uniformly boun- 
ded, projection-valued function E( . ): [w + 39(X) which is right continuous 
on lF! in the strong operator topology, has a strong left-hand limit at each 
point of IX, and satisfies 
(i) E(s) E(t) = E(t) E(s) = E(min{s, t}), for s, t E [w; 
(ii) E(s)-+0 (resp. E(s)-,Z) in the strong operator topology as 
s+ --co (resp. s+ +a). 
If there is a compact interval [a, 61 such that E(s) =Z for s>b and 
E(s) = 0 for s <a, then we say that E( .) is concentrated on [a, 61. 
A theory of Riemann-Stieltjes integration with respect to spectral 
families of projections is described in detail in [6, Chapt. 171. We outline 
here, for subsequent use, its main features. Let J= [a, b] be a compact 
interval of IF!, and let E( . ) be a spectral family of projections in X concen- 
trated on .Z. For g E BV(J) and u = (A,, 1, ,..., 1,) a partition of J, put 
94p(g, u) =da) E(a) + f dAj){E(Aj)-E(Aj- I)>. 
j= I 
(2.2) 
Rearrangement of the terms on the right in the style of integration by parts 
gives 
y(g5 U)=g(b)E(b)- f {S(Aj)-g(Aj-l)} E(Aj-l). (2.3) 
j=l 
In particular, IlY(g, u)il d //I g )IIJ sup{ [IE(J) 1 E rW>. Let Y be the set of all 
partitions of .Z partially ordered and directed by refinement. For x E X and 
u E 9 with u = (A,,, 1, ,... k,) put 
w(u,X)=,~,a~~sup{)IE(1)X-E(~~-,)xII:~E [12,-,,Aj)}. 
. . 
(2.4) LEMMA. Gioen x E X, lim,, y W(U, x) = 0. 
ProofI See [6, Lemma 17.21. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let u, u E 9 with v > u, and let g E BV(J). Then for x E X 
II yk, 0) x - Y(g, u) XII d var(g, 4 ~(24 x). 
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Proof Standard and elementary from (2.3). 
It is evident from Lemmas (2.4) and (2.5) that for g E BV(J) 
s 
Q 
.I 
gdE = !‘,“, Y( g, u) 
exists in the strong operator topology. 
(2.6) Proposition. The mapping g H SJ” gdE is an identity-preserving 
algebra homomorphism of BV(J) into g(X) satisfying 
~/ll~lll,~~~(II~~~~Il:~~~~ for ge BV(J). (2.7) 
Furthermore, 
<var(g, J)w(u,x) 
for gE BV(J), u~9, xA’. (2.8) 
Proof The conclusion (2.8) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 
(2.5). The remaining assertions are obvious consequences of (2.2) and the 
defining properties of a spectral family of projections. 
Remark. It is shown in [6, Theorem 17.4 and Theorem 17.81 that if 
ge BV(J) and g is continuous on J, then SJ” gdE is the strong limit of 
Riemann-Stieltjes ums obtained by using arbitrary intermediate points to 
evaluate g in (2.2), that is, sums of the form 
s(a)E(a)+ f g(Vji) {E(A,)-E(LI)), 
j=l 
where ‘I, E [A, _, , Aj] for j= 1, 2 ,..., n. However, we shall not need this fact. 
One further inequality will be useful. Given f e BV( J), g E BV( J), x E X, 
u E 9, we have 
IiiJJQ 
fdE- @ gdE x < (var(f, J) + var(g, J)} o(u, x) 
‘J i ii 1 
+ IWf, u) x - Y(g, u) XII. (2.9) 
This comes from writing 
JJ@fdE-j.J@gdE= {JJQ fdE- Wi u) - IJ” HE- %s 4} } { 
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and utilizing (2.8). As an immediate consequence of (2.9) and Lemma (2.4) 
we obtain the following proposition [6, Theorem 17.53, which will be of 
critical importance in Section 3. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. Let {gc, } b e a net in BV(J), and let g be a cornplex- 
valued function on J such that 
(i) sup,Wg,, J)<m 
(ii) g, + g pointwise on J. 
Then g E BV(J) and {JJ” g, dE} converges to sJQ gdE in the strong operator 
topology. 
We can now formulate the spectral decomposition characterization of 
type (B) well-bounded operators alluded to earlier. 
(2.11) PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space, and let TE S??(X). In 
order that T be well bounded of type (B) it is necessary and sufficient that 
there be a spectral family E(. ) of projections in X such that for some com- 
pact interval J, E( a ) is concentrated on J, and T= JJ” AdE(il). If this is the 
case, the spectral family E(. ) is uniquely determined (and called the spectral 
family of T). 
Proof: Necessity and sufficiency are shown in [6, Theorem 17.141, 
while the uniqueness assertion follows from [6, Theorem 16.3(i)]. More 
direct methods of proof are available from the approach we have been 
following, and we shall indicate them briefly. An alternate necessity proof is 
described in the last paragraph in Section 2 of [3]. For sufficiency, let 
y(f) = SJ” fdE for f E AC(J). By Proposition (2.6) above y is an AC(J)- 
functional calculus for T. The argument with absolutely convex hulls in 
[6, p. 3471 shows that y is indeed weakly compact. To verify the uni- 
queness assertion, suppose that 
Let 2, E R, and choose M> 0 so that J1 u J2 u { &, } c (-A4, M). Then, in 
particular, T = SF- ,,,, M, AdE,(il) for k= 1,2. We can choose a sequence 
{f, } of polynomials uniformly bounded in AC( [ -M, M]) such that {f, } 
tends pointwise on [ -M, M] to the characteristic function of [ - IV, ,I,]. 
It follows from Proposition (2.6) and Proposition (2.10) that {f,(T)} con- 
verges in the strong operator topology to Ek(&) for k = 1, 2 (here f,( T) has 
its elementary meaning). 
An obvious corollary of the method in the uniqueness proof just con- 
cluded is stated in the next proposition (which is shown by a different 
method in [6, Theorem 16.3(ii)]). 
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(2.12) PROPOSITION. Let TE &49(X) be well bounded of type (II), and let 
E(. ) be its spectral family. Then an operator SE B(X) commutes with T if 
and only tf S commutes with E(i) for all 1 E R. 
The relationship between E( . ) and the resolvent set of T, p(T), is spelled 
out in Proposition (2.13)(i). 
(2.13) PROPOSITION. Under the hypotheses of Proposition (2.12) we haue. 
(i) an open interval Y is contained in p(T) tf and on1.v if E(. ) is con- 
stant on 9; 
(ii) for each ,I E R, {E(A) - E(A ~ )} is a projection operator and 
{E(1)-E(I~))X=(xCY: Tx=E.x}, 
where E(k ) denotes the strong limit as s + A of E(s). 
Proof: The assertion in (i) is a special case of a more general fact about 
well-bounded operators [ 1, Proposition (2.l)(iii)]. We sketch a more 
direct proof of (2.13)(i) designed for type (B) operators. Suppose tl, p are 
real numbers with c( < 8. We can choose a compact interval J on which 
E( ) is concentrated such that J contains [a, b] in its interior and satisfies 
T=jyAdE(A). For ZEC\[C(,/?] letf,:J+@ be given byf;(l)=(z-i) ’ 
for I E (tl, B], f,(A) = 0 otherwise. Then 
Thus the spectrum of the restriction TI {E(p) - E(a)} X satisfies 
4TI {E(B) - E(a)) J-1 c CM, 81. (2.14) 
Suppose now that 9’ is an open interval contained in p(T). Without loss of 
generality we can assume Y is a bounded interval (r, s). Suppose tl and fl 
belong to (r, s) with c1< j3. Since a(T) G R, 
4TI {W-W)) X)cdT). (2.15) 
In view of (2.14) and (2.15) TI {E(P) - E(a)} X has void spectrum. Hence 
E(a) = E(P). Conversely, suppose 9’ is an open interval, and E( . ) is con- 
stant on 9. Once again we can assume that Y is a bounded open interval. 
Let Y = (~1, /I) and pick J as in the discussion leading to (2.14). For A, E Y. 
define g: J + C by setting g(A) = (A, - A) ~’ for A $9, g(A) = 0 for J. E 9’. 
Then 
(A,-T)j@gdE=Z+E(a)-E(fl-). 
J 
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Since E( * ) is constant on Y and E( * ) is strongly right continuous, it 
follows that E(a)= E(B-). Hence d,~p(T). Assertion (2.13)(ii) is the 
statement of [6, Theorem 17.15(iii)], and can be seen with the aid of 
Proposition (2.10) in conjunction with a sequence of polynomials pointwise 
convergent on an appropriate interval to the characteristic function of { ,I}. 
(2.16) COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Proposition (2.12), if 
Jo = [a,, b,] contains a(T), then E( 9) is concentrated on Jo and 
T= @ idE(;1). 
Proof Obvious from Proposition (2.13)(i). 
DEFINITION [3, (2.18)]. Let X be a Banach space. An operator 
UE g(X) is called trigonometrically well-bounded provided there is a well- 
bounded operator T of type (B) on X such that U = eiT. 
(2.17) PROPOSITION. Zf U is a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on 
the Banach space X, then there is a unique well-bounded operator A of type 
(B) on X such that: U= eiA; a(A) G [0,2n]; and the point spectrum of A 
does not contain 27~. 
Proof By [ 1, Proposition (3.15) and proof of Proposition (3.1 l)]. 
DEFINITION. The unique operator A in Proposition (2.17) will be 
denoted by arg U. 
(2.18) Remark. Let U be trigonometrically well-bounded on X, and let 
E( . ) be the spectral family of arg U. Since the point spectrum of arg U does 
not contain 27c, it follows from Proposition (2.13)(ii) and Corollary (2.16) 
that E((2n))) = Z. 
(2.19) PROPOSITION. Let U be a trigonometrically well-bounded operator 
on the Banach space X. Then an operator SE 58(X) commutes with U tf and 
only if S commutes with arg U. 
Proof The assertion here is [l, Proposition (3.14)(ii)]. 
We conclude this section with the following recent result from [3], 
which plays a crucial role in Section 4. 
(2.20) THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space, and let U E S?(X). In order 
that U be trigonometrically well-bounded it is necessary and sufficient that U 
have a weakly compact AC(U)-functional calculus. Zf this is the case, then 
su~{IlE&)ll:~~~)G3 Ilrll, (2.21) 
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where y is the unique AC(U)-functional calculus for U, and E,( . ) is the spec- 
tral family of arg U. 
Proof: The necessity and sufficiency assertion is the statement of [3, 
Theorem (2.3)]. Before taking up the proof of (2.21) we first observe that 
an operator can have at most one AC(U)-functional calculus because of the 
density in AC(U) of the trigonometric polynomials. To demonstrate (2.21) 
we make use of the sufficiency proof in [3, Theorem (2.3)], wherein a par- 
ticular spectral family E(. ) is obtained so that E(. ) is concentrated on 
[0,27r], and U = eiA, where A = s$ 2n, IdE(I). Obviously A is a well-boun- 
ded operator of type (B), E(v) is its spectral family, and a(A) G [0, 2711. If
XEX, and Ax = 271x, then Ux=x. Hence for every fE AC(U), 
y(f) x = f (1) x. The specific construction of E(. ) in [3] now shows that 
E(1) x =x for 1 E [0,27r]. Thus 
s 
0 
271x= Ax= rldE( 2.) x = 0. 
co, 2n 1 
Hence A = arg U. The construction of E( . ) further shows that 
IIE(n)ll d 3 llvll for all 1 E R. 
(2.22) Remark. If X is reflexive, then obviously the phrase “weakly 
compact” can be deleted from the statement of Theorem (2.20). 
3. FORMAL TRANSFERENCE OF TRIGONOMETRICALLY 
WELL-BOUNDED OPERATORS 
Let f E BP’(U), and put 
F,(t) = lim f(eis), F,(t)= lim f(e”) for tE[W. (3.1) A-l+ s-r- 
Obviously F,, F2 have period 21r. Moreover, 
var(F,, [O, 2771) < var(f, T) for j= 1,2. (3.2) 
To see (3.2), put F(t) = f (e”) for t E R, and note that for E > 0 and 
(to, t1,-, t,) a partition of [IO, 2~1, 
,$, IF(tk+E)--F( tk- 1 + &)I d var(f, u). 
Let c--*0+ to get (3.2) for j = l.The case j = 2 is similar. Thus for j = I,2 
IllFj Ill [0,2nl does not exceed [sup{ 1 f(z) I: z E U} + var(f, T)], and so 
IllFj III [0,2n] G 2 lllf III TJ for j= 1,2. (3.3) 
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For each 1 E R, define f, : KS + C by 
f,(A) =f(e” e”) for AER. (3.4) 
Obviously fi(A + 2~) =f,(A) for 1 E R, and var(f,, [0,27c]) = var(f; U). 
Hence 
Ills, III [0,2x] G 2 Ill fill T for t~lR. (3.5) 
The next theorem provides the technical underpinnings for the subsequent 
results of this section. 
(3.6) THEOREM. Suppose X is a Banach space, and UE g(X) is a 
trigonometrically well-bounded operator. Let E( * ) denote the spectral family 
of arg U, and let f E BV(U). For each t E R put 
@J(t) = j@ f,(n) WA), 
ro,2x1 
(3.7) 
where f, is given by (3.4). Then 
(i) @(t+27c)= @(t)for tE[W; 
(ii) W -+ j$ 2al W. + 4 dE(4 in the strong operator topology as 
t + to’ ) and Q(t) + f$, 2n, F2( to + A) dE(A) in the strong operator topology as 
t -+ to, where F, , F, are given by (3.1); 
(iii) II@(t)ll G2 lllflllT supiIIE(~)lI: 1~ R>for te R 
(iv) for each x E X @(. ) x is an X-valued Lebesgue measurable 
function on R; 
(v) tf, for each n E h, we define &n) E &Y(X) by setting 
&n)x=(2n)-‘~02’e-‘~‘@(t)xdt for XCX, (3.8) 
then 6(n) =f(n) U” for n E Z. 
Proof: Conclusion (i) is obvious since f,+2n =f,. Conclusion (ii) is 
immediate from (3.5) and Proposition (2.10). Conclusion (iii) follows at 
once from (3.5) and (2.7). To verify conclusion (iv), we first observe that by 
virtue of (2.8) we have for every partition u of [0,27c] and every t E R, 
II@(t) x- y(f,, ~1 XII G var(f, 8) 44 x). (3.9) 
Since for given u, Y(f,, U) x is a measurable function of t, conclusion (iv) 
now follows from Lemma (2.4). Note that if we replace @(t) in (3.8) by the 
right-hand side of (3.7) and formally interchange the order of integration, 
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then the desired conclusion in (v) results. However, since E( .) need not 
stem from a spectral measure, this procedure is purely heuristic, and we 
shall employ a technical alternative. Let n E Z and fix a vector x E X. For 
t E R and u = (A,,, i, ,..., 2,) a partition of [0, 2711 it follows from (3.9) that 
Ii 
e -i”@(t)x-e-i”‘f(ei’)E(0)x- 2 e~‘“‘f(e”f+) {E(i.,)-E(I,-,)}xi/ 
k=l It 
< var(f, 8) w(u, x). 
Hence from Lemma (2.4) 
6(n) x = lim 
u L 
p(n) E(0) x + f f(n) einAk 
k=l 
{E(ik)-E(lbkM)} x]. 
Thus for FEZ and XEX, 
6(n) x =f(n) j[;, 2n, e’“” dE(A) x =f(n) U”x. 
The stage is now set for our abstract transference theorem. Here and 
throughout, the relevant partial sums for a bilateral series C,“= ~ r a, will 
be the “balanced” sums C,“= _ N a,, for N3 0. 
(3.10) THEOREM. Let U be a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on 
a Banach space X, and let f E BV(U). Let E(. ) denote the spectral family qf 
arg U. Then. 
6) C ,“= ~ J(n) U” is (C, 1 )-summable in the strong operutor 
topology to @?I,zn, 2-‘(F,(3L) + F,(A)} dE(E&), where F,, F, are defined in 
(3.1); 
(ii) if, in add t i ion to the aboue hypotheses, sup{ I/ u” 11: n E Z} < ~13, 
then I,“= ~ af(n) U” converges in the strong operator topology to 
s 
@ 2-‘{F,(I)+F,(A)) dE(A). 
CO.2nl 
Proof: We employ the notation of Theorem (3.6). For x E X it follows 
from Theorem (3.6)-(v) that the X-valued function Q(t) x has Fourier 
a series C,“= _ m ein’ f (n) U”x. Moreover, Q(t) x has a right-hand limit and a 
left-hand limit at to= 0, as described in Theorem (3.6)(ii). Applying the 
analogue for vector-valued functions of Fejer’s Theorem [ 13, Theorem 
1.3.11 to Q(t) x at to= 0, we obtain conclusion (3.10)(i). Under the power- 
boundedness hypothesis of (3.1O)(ii), we see from (3.6)-(v) that d(n) x, the 
nth Fourier coefficient of Q(t) x, has norm 0( InI - ’ ), since f E BV(T). The 
vector-valued version of a simple Tauberian theorem of Hardy [13, 
Theorem 11.2.23 now enables us to infer the convergence of the Fourier 
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series of Q(t) x whenever the series is (C, 1 )-summable. Application of 
(3.10)(i) completes the proof of (3.1O)(ii). 
Next, we consider the use of Theorem (3.1O)(ii) for the direct calculation 
(from U) of arg U and its spectral family of projections. 
(3.11) THEOREM. Suppose X is a Banach space, and let U E &9(X) be a 
trigonometrically well-bounded operator such that sup{ (1 U”)I : n E Z} < co. 
Let E(* ) be the spectral family of arg U. Then 
arg U= n{Z- E(0)) + i f’ n-‘U”, (3.12) 
I?= -00 
where the prime superscript in the series on the right indicates omission of 
n = 0 as a summation index, and the series converges in the strong operator 
topology. 
Proof Let g,: T + C be defined by g,(e”) = i(x - t) for 0 < t < 271, 
g,( 1) = 0. It is elementary that go(O) = 0 and g,,(n) = n ~’ for n # 0. Apply- 
ing Theorem (3.1O)(ii) to U and goE BV(T), we find that 
f’ n 
-Iu,_[@ 
II= -cc 
co, 2n, go(e”) dE(1). (3.13) 
With the aid of Remark (2.18), the right-hand side of (3.13) is easily 
calculated to get 
?I! n-‘U” = in{Z- E(O)} - i(arg U). 
n= -cc 
The desired conclusion is now evident. 
Next, we proceed to consider a method for calculating E( *) from U 
under the hypotheses of Theorem (3.11). In particular, we shall obtain a 
concrete formula for E(0) in (3.12). We begin with a companion theorem 
to Proposition (2.13)(ii). 
(3.14) THEOREM. Let U. be a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on 
a Banach space X, and let E(. ) be the spectral family of arg Uo. Then for 
0<1<27c: 
(i) {E(I)-E(A-)} X= {xEX: U,x=e”‘x}; 
deno~~s)clJZu;e{E(A) - E(A-)}] X= (e” - U,) X, where the bar superscript 
Proof: If XE {E(A)-E(1-)}X, then (arg U,)x=Ax, and so 
U,x = e”x. Conversely, if U,x = e”x, then we choose a sequence (Q,} of 
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trigonometric polynomials (i.e., linear combinations, with complex coef- 
ficients, of continuous characters of U) such that {Qn } is bounded in 
AC(U) and {Q,, } tends pointwise on T to ~~~,i), the characteristic function, 
relative to 8, of the singleton set {e”j. Thus Q,(U,) x= 
SfZZ, Q,(eit) A?(t) x approaches j$,2n, X(,d,(e”) dE(t) x as n + +oc. 
However, Q,( U,,) x = Q,(e”) x for all n, and so 
where in the second equality the cases 0 < A < 271 and I = 0 are considered 
separately, and the equalities E((27c)) = 1, E(OV) = 0 are taken into 
account in the latter case. Thus (3.14)(i) is established, and we proceed to 
(3.14)(ii), taking up the case O< A < 271 first. Suppose that 
(E(1) - E(1- )} x = 0. Let %?A denote the characteristic function, relative to 
[0,27r], of the arbitrary subset A of [0,271-j. Obviously we have been given 
that 
s 
8 
co, 2nl 
V,,,(t) dE(t) x=0. (3.15) 
For small positive 6, let r, = [0, 3, - S] u [A + 6, 2771. Clearly 
111 Vr8 111 co,2x, = 3 and %Zr, + 1 - Wjl) pointwise on [0, 27r3 as 6 + Of. Mak- 
ing use of Proposition (2.10) and taking account of (3.15) we see that 
I @ GfTrd(t)dE(t)x-+x as 6+Of. co, 2nl (3.16) 
For each 6, let h,: [0, 2711 + C be defined by putting ha(f) = (e” - eir) ’ 
for t E r,, h,(t)=0 for t E [0, 2n]\rs. It is evident that 
(et’ - UO) i;[:, 2R, h,(l)dE(t)x=S@ ~r~(t)dE(t)x. 
co, 2nl 
In particular j” C0,2R1 qra(t) dE(t) XE (ei’ - U,) X. Hence from (3.16) 
x E (e” - U,) X. To prove the converse suppose first that y E X, z E X with 
y = (e” - U,) z. Put z1 = (E(1) - E(A-)} z. By (3.14)(i), U,z,, = e”z,. 
Hence 
{E(A)-E(A-)}y=(e’“- UO)Zj,=O. 
Thus (e” - U,) X is contained in the kernel of {E(A) - E(A ~ ) ), and we 
have established (3.14)(ii) for the case 0 < A< 27t. The proof of (3.14)(ii) 
when A = 0 is entirely analogous. One uses the intervals (6,2n - S] in place 
of the sets r,. The proof of Theorem (3.14) is complete. 
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Although Theorem (3.14) lies outside of ergodic theory, it allows us to 
deduce directly, in the following corollary, a result of the discrete-averages 
variety (cf. [7, Corollary VIII.53 and Corollary VIII.5.21). 
(3.17) COROLLARY. Suppose that, in addition to the hypotheses of 
Theorem (3.14), sup{ (1 U; 11: nEZ, nal}<co. ThenforO<1<2n, 
n-1 
n-l 1 eeikAU$ + E(A)-E(A-) as n + +co 
k=O 
in the strong operator topology, 
Proof: Put d(n) = n-l C;!h epik’Ut for each positive integer n (1 will 
be fixed in the range O<J<2rc). If x~{E(1)-E(1-)} X, then, by 
Theorem (3.14) - (i), d(n) x= x for all n > 1. If YE (e” - U,) X, put 
y = (I-e-” U,) z, and observe that 
d(n)y=n~‘(Z-e-‘““U;j)z~O as n++q 
since sup{ II U;t I(: n > 1 } < co. However, sup{ Ild(n)ll: n Z 1) is also finite. 
Hence we see with the aid of Theorem (3.14)(ii) that {d(n)} tends to zero 
pointwise on the kernel of {E(A) - E(l- )}, and the proof of the corollary 
is complete. 
Using Corollary (3.17) for the case 1= 0, we obtain the following 
restatement of Theorem (3.11). 
(3.18) THEOREM. Let U be a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on 
a Banach space X such that sup{ II U”II: n E Z} < 00. Then 
(3.19) 
where st.-lim denotes “limit in the strong operator topology.” 
We now turn to the explicit calculation of the spectral family E(. ) 
occurring in Theorem (3.11). Since E(. ) is concentrated on [0,2rr], we 
need only consider E(I) for 0 < I < 271. 
(3.20) THEOREM. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (3.11), we have for 
0<1<27r: 
(i) with series convergence in the strong operator topology, 
f &(k) Uk = 2-l (E(A-)+W)-E(O)), 
k= -co 
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where G, E BV(%) is the characteristic function relative to U of 
{e”: 0 6 t 6 A}. 
(ii) 
E(J) = st.-lim G).(k) Uk + st.-lim (2n)’ “C’ ePIki.Uk 
n-+mk= .,, n-1 to” k = 0 
n-l 
+ ,s”ll; (2n)-’ 1 Uk. 
k=O 
Proof: Conclusion (3.20)(i) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
(3.1O)(ii) for 0 < ,I < 27r, and is trivial for I= 0. Conclusion (3.2O)(ii) is 
easily obtained by combining (3.20)(i) with Corollary (3.17). 
We conclude this section with consideration of a norm estimate. 
(3.21) THEOREM. Let U he a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on 
a Banach space X such that sup{ (1 U”/I: n E Z} < co, and let E( .) be the spec- 
tral family of arg U. Suppose that f E BV(U). Then for each nonnegative 
integer n we have 
<np’K1 Wf,T)+2K2 IllfIll 1, (3.22) 
where K, = sup{ /I U”II: rneZ) and K,=sup(IIE(~)ll:i~(W}. 
Proof We employ the notation of Theorem (3.6). Let x E X. Standard 
considerations with the Cesaro means for the Fourier series of Q(t) x (in 
conjunction with Theorem (3.6)(v)) show that 
f(k) Ukx= (271~’ j;’ q,(t) Q(t) xdt, (3.23) 
where K, is the nth term of the FejCr kernel. Applying Theorem (3.6) (iii) to 
(3.23) we see that 
Moreover, 
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Sincefg BV(U), it is elementary that /f(k)1 < (2~ lkl)-’ var(f, U) for k E Z, 
k # 0. Using this fact with (3.25), we get easily 
The desired conclusion now follows at once from (3.24) and (3.26). 
(3.27) Remarks. We make two observations under the hypotheses of 
Theorem (3.21). 
(a) The purpose of the estimate in (3.22) is to provide an explicit 
bound, intrinsic to f and U, for the sequence ([IX;= -,f(k) Ukll }. It is 
already clear, without calculations, from Theorem (3.1O)(ii) and the 
Banach-Steinhaus Theorem that this sequence is bounded. 
(b) It is obvious from Proposition (2.6) that 
Thus, from (2.7) we get 
II k~/O Uk 11 6 Ill Xz(f, ~)lll II sup{ IIE(~)ll: J. E W>, (3.28) 
where S,(f, z) = C; = -“f(k) zk f or all z E U. Hence, if the sequence of par- 
tial sums for the Fourier series off is bounded in BV(T), then (3.28) can be 
utilized to get a bound for the sequence { [Ix; = -,f(k) iJk I( }. However, not 
every function in BV(U) has a Fourier series with this property. For exam- 
ple, it is easy to see for the function g, in the proof of Theorem (3.11) that 
var(S,(g,, .), u) 2 274% - l), 
where L, is the nth Lebesgue constant [23, p. 671. Since L, + cc as 
n + +m, IIlxzk,~ -)I11 B + +xJ. 
4. POWER-BOUNDED OPERATORS ON SUBSPACES OF REFLEXIVE Lp-SPACES 
We begin this section with an adaptation to the special case G = Z of the 
Coifman-Weiss technique for proving their General Transference Theorem. 
As mentioned in Section 1, the simplifications available for this special case 
allow us to eliminate measure-theoretic technicalities from the hypotheses 
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and the proof. For l= {c, } E L’(Z), we denote by KT,p the operator of 
convolution by < on LP(Z) for 1 <p < co. Notice that 
where [ = (ten}. 
II K,, II = II K,,, II 3 (4.1) 
(4.2) THEOREM. Suppose (A!, p) is an arbitrary measure space, and 
1 <p < co. Let Y be a closed subspace of Lp(,u), and let V: Y + Y be an 
invertible bounded linear operator such that sup { I/ V”(l: n E Z } < 00. Then .for 
every trigonometric polynomial Q 
llQ(V,ll dc* IIKg,pll, (4.3 1 
where c = sup{ 11 v”(I: n E Z}. 
Proof. In view of (4.1) the desired conclusion is clearly equivalent to 
the assertion that for every trigonometric polynomial Q 
II Q( V- ’ III G c* IIKg,p II . (4.4) 
We show (4.4) for an arbitrary trigonometric polynomial Q. For notational 
convenience, put & = {a, }, and choose N sothat a, = 0 for InI > N. Fix an 
element f E Y, and, for each n E 7, treat V’fas a function on A, rather than 
as an equivalence class of functions. Let A4 be an arbitrary positive integer. 
Obviously 
Ilgll,Gc Iw%IIp for mEZ,gE Y, 
where we denote the norm of Lp(p) by 11. lip. It follows that 
I! g 11; 6 cP(2M + 1) ~ ’ ,i,, llVmgll;~ for gE Y. (4.5) 
Taking g in (4.5) to be Q( V-‘)f we easily obtain 
Fix x E A’ temporarily. Let k be the characteristic function relative to Z of 
{n E Z: InI 6 A4 + N}. We have 
f / f ant~-“l)bllp 
In= -M ,,= -N 
= 512 aA, ~ .( V m=-M n=-m 
".if)(x)~p 
M+N 
6 lI&AIP 1 I(vnf)(xV’. 
,,= -M-N 
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Using this inequality in (4.6) we see that 
M+N 
IIQW%-ll;<c”W+ 11-l IlK~,,Il” (2M+2N+ 1) Ilfll;. (4.7) 
Letting M+ +cc in (4.7) we obtain 
IlQ~~-‘,fll~~~~~ IIJ$,,llp Ilfll;, 
for f E Y. This shows (4.4), which completes the proof of the theorem. 
(4.8) THEOREM. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (4.2), we have. 
(i) for every trigonometric polynomial Q, 
II Q( VIII 6 c’cp Ill Q Ill i > 
where C, is the constant occurring in SteEkin’s Theorem (Theorem (1.1 ), and 
c=su~{IJV”II:~EZ}; 
(ii) V is trigonometrically well-bounded; 
111) 
arg $1.. 
sup{ /IE(n) 1E rw> < 3c2cp, where E(. ) is the spectral family of 
Proof: Conclusion (4.8)(i) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
(4.2) and SteEkin’s Theorem for Z. Since the trigonometric polynomials are 
dense in AC(T), it follows from conclusion (4.8)(i), by continuous exten- 
sion, that V has an AC(U)-functional calculus whose norm does not exceed 
c’C,. Conclusions (4.8)(“) 11 and (4.8)(iii) are now apparent by virtue of 
Theorem (2.20) in conjunction with Remark (2.22). This completes the 
demonstration of the theorem. 
Remarks. It is well known (and easy to see from Theorem (1.1)) that if 
1 <p< cc and fe BV(T), then feM,,(T), the space of p-multipliers for 
LP(Z), and convolution by f on LP(H) has norm equal to I( f II MPC aj, the 
p-multiplier norm of J Hence in the special case of p = 2 and V unitary, 
Theorem (4.2) becomes a form of the spectral theorem for unitary 
operators. Specifically, in this context, Theorem (4.2) asserts that V has a 
norm-decreasing C( U)-functional calculus, where C( 8) is the Banach 
algebra of complex-valued continuous functions on U with the usual “sup” 
norm. (Apart from the o-finiteness restriction on &! for Theorem (1.2) the 
General Transference Theorem likewise contains the spectral theorem for 
unitary operators [S, pp. 1, 23.) Thus our results stemming from Theorems 
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(4.2) and (2.20) (specifically, Theorems (4.8), (4.12), (4.14), and (4.21)) can 
be viewed as generalizing the spectral theorem from Hilbert space to 
arbitrary reflexive LP-spaces. In the special case p = 2, these results are 
immediate consequences of B. Sz.-Nagy’s similarity theorems 
[20, Theorems I and II], which they also generalize to reflexive LP-spaces. 
Theorem (4.8)(ii) has a surprising consequence for hermitian-equivalent 
operators (Theorem (4.12)). First, let us recall some basic facts about 
hermiticity. A bounded operator T on a Banach space X is said to be 
hermitian (in the sense of Lumer and Vidav [14,21]) provided IleitrlI = 1 
for all t E R. The operator T is said to be hermitian-equivalent provided T 
can be made hermitian by equivalent renorming of X. It is shown in 
[ 15, Theorem 61 that T is hermitian-equivalent if and only if 
sup{ IIeitTll : t E R} < co. We shall also require a lemma of independent 
interest. 
(4.9) LEMMA. Suppose X is a Banach space, A E g(X), and erA is 
trigonometrically well-bounded. Then A is well-bounded of type (B). 
Proof We adapt the demonstration of [6, Theorem 20.281 to the 
general Banach space setting. Let A,, = arg(eiA). By Proposition (2.19) A 
and A, commute. Thus eicA -‘O) = I. By [6, Proposition 10.61, A - A, has 
the form 
A-A,= f &Fk, (4.10) 
k=l 
where a(A -A,) = {A,, 1, ,..., A,}; the operators F,, F, ,..., F,, are projec- 
tions satisfying C;: =, Fk = I, and FjFk = 0 for j # k; {A, A,, F, , F, ,..., F,) is 
a commutative set of operators. Clearly { 1 r, ;1* ,..., k,} = o( A - A,) is a sub- 
set of R. For k = 1, 2 ,..., n, xk = FkX is invariant under A,, and hence from 
(4.10) we see that A has the direct sum representation 
A= & [(&+&)1X,]. (4.11 ) 
k=l 
The proof of the lemma is easily completed by applying to (4.11) the 
following facts, readily deducible from the definition of type (B) well-boun- 
ded operator in Section 2: if T is a type (B) well-bounded operator, then 
the restriction of T to an invariant subspace and any sum of the form T + 3. 
with 2 real are type (B) well-bounded operators; a finite direct sum of type 
(B) well-bounded operators is a type (B) well-bounded operator. 
(4.12) THEOREM. Let Y be a closed subspace of LP(p), where ,u is an 
arbitrary measure and 1 <p < 00. If A E ,@l( Y) is hermitian-equivalent, then A 
is well bounded of type (B). 
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ProoJ: Since sup{ lleirA 11: t E IR} < 00, eiA is power bounded. The desired 
conclusion follows at once from Theorem (4.8)(ii) and Lemma (4.9). 
It follows from Theorem (4.8)(ii) that if V is a power-bounded operator 
on a closed subspace Y of an LP-space, where 1 <p < co, then the 
machinery of Section 3 applies to V (notably Theorems (3.1O)(ii), (3.1 l), 
(3.18), (3.20), (3.21)). In particular, by Theorem (3.21) (alternatively by 
Theorem (3.1O)(ii), (2.7), and (3.3)) there is a constant X (depending 
on V) such that 
However, by using the actual transference result (4.3) rather than the 
purely abstract operator-theoretic methods of Section 3, we can improve on 
the estimate in (4.13) and generalize (4.3) from trigonometric polynomials 
to all of BV(U). Specifically, the following inequality can be obtained for 
the p-multiplier norm. 
(4.14) THEOREM. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (4.2) we have 
11 f J3) vii 62 Ilf IIMpcTj for f~BVV, 
n= -cc 
where c=sup{ II V”II: n~i?}. 
Prooj Let f E BV(U), and for N a nonnegative integer let a,& V) be 
the Nth Cesaro mean for the series Ckm_ -,f(k) Vk. Thus, if {Xn}FzO 
denotes the FejCr kernel, then a,,(f, V)= QN( V), where QN is the 
trigonometric polynomial XN * $ By Theorem (4.2), 
IbJ,(S, VI Gc2 IIx-v*f IIMp( 
It is a well-known and easy consequence of Parseval’s formula and 
Holder’s inequality that if G is a locally compact abelian group with dual 
group r, 1 <p < co, #E L’(f), and $ E M,(T), then 
Thus, 
II4 * * II M#-)~ lI4IIL’(I-) I14%4p(r). 
Il-x,*f II Mp(T)G Ilf IIMp( (4.15) 
and so 
The proof is now complete, since a,& V) + C,“= -,3(n) v” as N+ +cc 
in the strong operator topology. 
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Remarks. We shall make some observations which show that the 
estimate in Theorem (4.14) improves (4.13). The argument in [23,, 
Theorem III. (3.7)] demonstrates that iffE BV(T), then 
IIUf, .)II, 6~-1var(.L V+ Ilfll, for each nonnegative integer n, 
(4.16) 
where S,(f, .) is as in (3.28) and, for each g: U -+ C:, 
II g II I = sup{ I &)I: ZE T}. The argument used to establish (4.16) can 
easily be modified to give, for f E BV(%) and 1 < p < x, 
IlS,(L . Ill Mr( T ) G 71~ ’ var(.h T) + II f II iwpc T , for ~30. (4.17) 
To obtain (4.17) one need only begin with (4.15) and then replace 11. //x by 
II . II MPC r) throughout the demonstration of (4.16). Next, note that, by 
SteEkin’s Theorem, for 1 <p < 00, 
II .f II M/J T) d c, III f Ill n for ,fE BV(U). 
and hence Theorem (4.14) implies (4.13). However, there does not exist a 
constant B, such that 
III .f Ill II d B, II .f II ,w,,, ,r1 for ,fg BP’(T). 
In fact, the function g,,E BV(U) discussed in (3.27)(b) satisfies 
lI/S,(g,, ~)lllT- +m asn+ +a, whereas from (4.171, {/lS,ko, ~)ll,,,,,) 
is a bounded sequence. Thus the inequality (4.13) has a larger order of 
magnitude occurring in its majorant than does Theorem (4.14) and con- 
sequently (4.13) provides a weaker estimate than Theorem (4.14). 
We next take up an application of Theorem (4.8) to one-parameter 
groups. We shall require the following theorem from [ 11. 
(4.18) THEOREM (GENERALIZED STONE'S THEOREM). Let {W,>, tEiW, he 
a strongly continuous one-parameter group of trigonometrically well-bounded 
operators acting on a Banach space X. For each t E [w, let E,( . ) hethe spectral 
family qf arg W,, and suppose that 
K=sup{ llE,(A)I/: CE R, AE R} < Co. (4.19) 
Then. 
(i) there is a unique spectral family a( .) in X (called the Stone-type 
spectral family of ( W, }) such that 
e”” d&‘(A) x jbr fE R, XEX, (4.20) 
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where the integral on the right in (4.20) exists as a strong limit of Riemann- 
Stieltjes sums; 
(ii) { W,: t E Iw} and {&‘(A.): A E IF!} have the same commutants; 
(iii) sup{ I]&(n)l]: 1 E R} < 24K3. 
Conclusions (4.18) (i), (ii) are contained in the statement of [ 1, Theorem 
(4.20)], while conclusion (4.18) (iii) can be seen from an examination of 
the proof for [ 1, Theorem (4.20)]. 
(4.21) THEOREM. Let Y be a closed subspace of LQ), where p is a 
measure and 1 <p < 03, and let {q} be a strongly continuous one- 
parameter group of continuous linear operators on Y such that 
Then the group {-W;}, t E Iw, satisfies the hypotheses of the Generalized 
Stone’s Theorem (4.18) on Y, and its Stone-type spectral family a(.) 
satisfies 
whereC, is the constant in SteEkin’s Theorem (1.1). 
Proof: For each t E R, sup{ I/w; )I: nE Z} <s. By Theorem (4.8)(ii), 
(4.8)(iii) K is trigonometrically well-bounded, and 
sup{ ll~,(~)ll: ile rw} d 3s2C,, 
where E,( .) is the spectral family of arg q. It is clear that the group 
{K}, t E R, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem (4.18) on Y, with K in 
(4.19) satisfying K< 3s2CP. Application of (4.18)(iii) completes the proof. 
The spectral decomposition, afforded by its Stone-type spectral family, 
for the one-parameter group { “ty; } in Theorem (4.21) was obtained by 
D. Fife in the special case where Y = Lp(p), p is a-finite, and the operators 
K, t E R, are induced by a one-parameter group of measure-preserving 
transformations (of the underlying measure space) satisfying appropriate 
measurability and continuity conditions (see [9, Theorem 1 and p. 1393, 
or, for more details, [S, especially Theorem 121). Thus Theorem (4.21) 
extends in various ways Fife’s spectral decomposition for ergodic flows. 
(4.22) Remarks. We conclude Section 4 by illustrating how Theorems 
(3.18) (3.20), and (4.8) can be used to provide an abstract point of view 
for some results of recent years concerning logarithms of LP-translations in 
the locally compact group setting. In [ 10, Theorem l] it was shown that if 
G is a locally compact abelian group, XE G, and 1 <p < co, then R,, the 
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translation operator on LP(G) corresponding to x, is (in the present ter- 
minology) trigonometrically well-bounded. Somewhat later G. V. Wood 
showed [22, Theorem 71 that if Go is a locally compact group with left 
Haar measure v, and 1 <p < co, then every left translation operator on 
LP(dv) has a logarithm belonging to 5Y(LP(dv)). However, no spectral 
decomposition is obtained for left translations in [22, Theorem 71. 
Theorem (4.8)(ii) above shows that it is the LP-structure, rather than the 
group structure, which determines the outcome in both cases, and that left 
translation operators in the case of Go are also trigonometrically well- 
bounded. The demonstration in [lo] exhibits arg R, and the projections 
comprising its spectral family as certain multiplier transforms. We shall 
sketch a method for obtaining the same information from Theorems (3.18) 
and (3.20). It will be convenient to introduce some additional notation 
beforehand. For z E 8, let Arg z denote the number 8 E [0,27r) such that 
z = e”. For I E [0, 2n) let k, be the characteristic function relative to T of 
{e”: 0 d t d A}. The specifics we wish to consider are listed in 
(4.23) PROPOSITION [lo]. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with 
dual group T, let x E G, and suppose that 1 <p < 0~. Let R, be the trans- 
lation operator on LP(G) corresponding to x. Then R, is trigonometrically 
well-bounded, and the spectral family E.,(. ) of arg R, satisfies 
~~P{IIJ%4II:~~~~} a,, where 9, is a constant depending only on p and 
not on x or G. Furthermore, 
(i) the function dx: I-+ [0, 27~) defined by 
d,(a) = Arg(a(x)) for c( E I- 
is an LP(G)-multiplier whose corresponding multiplier transform is arg R,x; 
(ii) ,for each 1 E [IO, 2~) the function II/ r,i,: T -+ { 0, 1 } defined by 
k,AcO = kh(x)) for a E r 
is an LP(G)-multiplier whose corresponding multiplier transform is E,(A). 
First, we observe that by virtue of Theorem (4,8)(iii) Q, can be taken 
to be 3C,. Next, consider conclusion (4.23)(i). For f in LP(G)n L2(G), 
let f,=K’C;=A Rl;f for n > 1. Thus f, E L”(G) n L’(G), and 
~~=np’C;=~Zk~, where Z:T+T is given by Z(a)=~((x) for croT. By 
Theorem (3.18) 
(argR,)f=nf-zlimf,+ilim if kP’Rk,f, (4.24) 
n n kzmn 
the limits being taken in Lr(G). Let h be the characteristic function relative 
to r of (a E r: Z?(x) = l}. It is elementary that the sequence (n-’ C;;:; ?} 
5x0.70, I I I 
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is uniformly bounded on r and tends pointwise to h. Thusfn + hfin L2(r). 
Taking inverse Fourier transforms, we see that {f”} converges in L’(G) to 
(hf)“. Since (fn} converges [meanPI, we infer that 
W=)” E LP(G) and f, + (hf)” in LP(G). (4.25) 
Let F,, = C’;= -n k-‘Rkf for n 3 1. Clearly F,, E LP(G) n L2(G), and 
fn = C’;= --n k-‘lkJ Let g, be the function employed in the proof of 
Theorem (3.11). Since g, E BP’(T), the sequence { +S,(g,, .)} is uniformly 
bounded (due to (4.16)) and pointwise convergent on T to g, (by [ 13, 
Corollary 11.2.21). It now follows that {C’; = --n k- ’ Zk} is uniformly boun- 
ded on r, and pointwise convergent o g,(Z(. )). Hence p,,, -+ g,(Z( . ))f in 
L*(r). Similar reasoning to that just used to establish (4.25) now gives 
CgcM~ ,dl’ E LP(G) and Fn + CgoG(. ,,?I’ in LP(G). 
Using this and (4.25) in (4.24) we find that (arg R,)f belongs to 
LP(G) n L2(G), and has Fourier transform given by 
z( I- h)f+ ig,(l( . ))j: 
Since it is easy to see that 
the conclusion (4.23)(i) follows at once. Similar reasoning based on 
Theorem (3.2O)(ii) readily demonstrates conclusion (4.23) (ii). Alter- 
natively, (4.23)(ii) can be deduced from (4.23)(i) and the following result of 
Ralph [ 16, Theorem 3.2.41. 
FQ~P~SITI~N. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with dual group 
K Suppose that 1 < p -C CO, and 4 is a real-valued function belonging to 
M,(T). Then the multiplier transform Td corresponding to q5 is well bounded 
of type (B) tf and only tf for all ;L E Iw the characteristic function of 
$ - ‘( ( - co, A]) belongs to M,(r), and, for the corresponding multiplier 
transforms E(A), A E [w, we have sup{ lIE(A) A E W} < CO. If this is the case, 
then E( . ) is the spectral family of T,. 
5. SOME COUNTEREXAMPLES 
This section exhibits a few counterexamples which preclude various 
potential extensions of Theorems (4.8) and (4.12). 
(5.1) EXAMPLE. There exist a reflexive Banach space X and a power- 
bounded operator U, E 39(X) such that UO has no logarithm in 93(X). In par- 
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titular, Theorem (4.8)(ii) fails if we replace Y by an arbitrary reji’exxive 
Banach space. In fact, let { pk}rz, be a sequence in the interval (1, + m ) 
such that pk + 1, and take 
X=12- & x,, 
k=l 
where X, = {f~,Cpk(U):f(0) = 0} for k> 1. Thus X is a reflexive space. 
Denote by N the set of positive integers. Let {ak);=, be a sequence of dis- 
tinct irrational numbers in (0, 1) such that: (i) forj, k E N with j # k, the set 
t ci,, c(k) 1 } is linearly independent over the rational field, and (ii) (elk ) con- 
verges to an irrational number CC. (An easy way to construct such a 
sequence is to take CI E (0, 1) transcendental and elk = a + s; ‘G for k E N, 
where { sk}~=, is a strictly increasing sequence of positive primes such that 
a + Sk I!‘* < 1 for k E IV.) Let Tk be the translation operator on X, 
corresponding to e2nizi for k E fV. Regarding each X, as a subspace of X, 
put U, = OF=, Tk. Thus U, is a surjective isometry of X. We show that 
there does not exist A E B(X) such that U, = eiA. Suppose, to the contrary, 
that U,= erA. For nE Z\(O) and ke N, let dLk)~ X, be defined by 
CJ~!,“)(Z) = zn for all z E T. Thus the linear span of { dp): n E Z\ { 0}, k E N } is 
dense in X, and UO~Lk’ =e2rrin’s@Lk) f or n E Z\ { 0} and k E N. We claim that 
for n E Z\{O} and k E N, c+~P’ spans the kernel of (e2n’n’kI- U,). For, if 
.f~ ker(e’“‘“*“Z- U,), let f= C,?, ,f,, with f, E Xi for all j E N. Thus, for each 
,j~ N, we have TJfi=e 2trincrkfJ. Equating the Fourier coefficients from both 
sides of this equation, we see that 
e2nimr,&(m) = e2nin’k.$(m) for mEZ,jfzN. 
From property (i) of the sequence of CC’S, we have that e2nim’/ = e21rrnzk 
implies j= k and m = n. Thus f=fJn) CJ~:“, and the claim is established. 
Since A commutes with U,, it follows from the claim that for n E Z\(O) 
and kEN, Aq3kk)= AF)c$P) for some ip’ E @. Hence U,b!“’ = 
[exp(ii’k’)] c+P) n n , and so 
exp(2Cna,) = exp(iE,Ck)) n for nEZ\{O},kEN. (5.2) 
Applying Tychonofl’s Theorem to the sequence { nk j;= 1 in the compact 
metric space JJ,, =\, io) II,, where D,= (zE@: IzI d lIA/I} for all nEZ\{O), 
and A, = {Gk’)nELjt~O~ for all kE N, we obtain a strictly increasing 
sequence (ki },== 1 of positive integers, and an element ,4 = { 2, ) of 
IL, Z\(O) D,, such that for each no Z\(O), E,F) + I., as i- +a. Define 
I,, = 0. Now fix a trigonometric polynomial Q, and let Q0 = Q - Q(0). Fix 
ME N so that [ -M, M] contains the support of Q. For .j~ N, regard Q,, 
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as an element of Xk,, and, denoting the norm of L”Q(U) by 1. Ii, observe 
that 
IA(Qo)ljG IIAII lQ,lj- 
In other words, 
/ f’ J-!f”Q(n)ZHI d 1141 lQ,lj for jEN. (5.3) 
II= -M i 
Letting j -+ cc in (5.3) we’ obtain 
Recalling that A0 = 0, we see that 
This shows that the sequence {A,};= --u3 is a multiplier sequence for L’(U). 
Let E denote the corresponding bounded operator on L’(T). Replacing k 
by k, in (5.2) and letting j + co, we infer that eZnina =e’“” for all n E Z (the 
case n = 0 being trivial). It follows that eiB is the translation operator on 
L’(U) corresponding to e2nim. However, this translation operator on L’(U) 
has no logarithm [ 123, and we have reached a contradiction (cf. Example 
(5.11)). 
(5.4) EXAMPLE. There are a rejlexive Banach space X, and a hermitian 
operator A on X such that A is not a well-bounded operator of type (B). In 
particular, Theorem (4.12) fails if Y is replaced by an arbitrary reflexive 
Banach space. For n E H, let E,: U -+ U be defined by E,(z) = z” for all z E U. 
Let C(U) be the Banach space of all complex-valued continuous functions 
on U with the norm II.llOO, where jlfll, =sup{lf(z)l:z~U} for fEC(U). 
For each kEN, let X, be the linear span in C(U) of {E,: -k<m<k}, X, 
being equipped with lI.lI oo. Define A, : X, + X, as the linear operator such 
that A,(E,)=mkPIE, for -k<m<k. Thus for eachfex,, and all te[W, 
(ik)- ‘(df(e”)/dt) = (AJ)(e”). Using Bernstein’s Inequality [23,, p. 111, 
we see that II A, 11 = 1. Note that for all s E [w and all f~ X,, 
(e”““f)(z) =f(eislkz) for all z E U. 
Thus Ak is a hermitian operator on X, for all k E N. Now let 
x=1*- 6 x, and A= 6 A,. 
k=l k=l 
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Then X is reflexive, and A is hermitian. (The construction of X and A for 
this example was inspired by [4, Example 1, p. 691, which deals with the 
differentiation operator on a space of almost periodic functions.) For each 
positive integer N we have 
Suppose that k E N and f~ X,. For all j E Z, NE N, 
f) (j ) = 
(5.5) 
,I= -N n = N 
Suppose that the sequence {Cl,“= -N n ~’ e’OA )$=, converges in the strong 
operator topology to BE B(X). For k E IW, ,f~ X,, it follows by letting 
N -+ CD in (5.5) that 
(s)(j)= f' n-I eiHjjkf(j) for all j E Z. (5.6) 
n= -x‘ 
Let g,,E BV(T) be the function employed in the proof of Theorem (3.11). 
As noted in the discussion immediately following (4.25) g,(z)= 
C’,“= 1 n ~ ‘zn for all z E T. Using this in (5.6), we get 
A 
(WY(j) = go(ev’k).f(A for kEN,,fcXk,,jEZ. (5.7) 
Fix a trigonometric polynomial Q, and let Q have degree k,. By consider- 
ing Q as an element of X, for k 3 k,,, we see from (5.7) that 
il 
2 g,(eiIik) &(j) E, 
il 
d IIBII IIQII x for k>k,. (5.8) 
,= -kg cz 
Letting k + +GO in (5.8), while taking into account the definition of g,, we 
obtain 
Ii 
71 ? C&j)E,-&-j)E ,I d IIBIl IIQII r~. (5.9) 
,=I il I 
Since Q is an arbitrary trigonometric polynomial, (5.9) implies that 
for every f~ C(T), the conjugate Fourier series for .f; 
C;“= cc- ( -i)(sgnj)f(j) Ej, is the Fourier series of a function fE C(T). This 
conclusion is well known to be false (see, e.g., [23,, VI1.(2.3)]). Hence 
C’:= ox., n-’ einA does not converge in the strong operator topology. Put 
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u = eiA. Since A is hermitian, U is power bounded. If U were 
trigonometrically well-bounded, then (3.12) would produce a contradiction. 
So eiA is not trigonometrically well-bounded, and hence A cannot be a 
well-bounded operator of type (B). We observe that the present operator 
eiA, like the operator U0 of Example (5.1) is power bounded on a reflexive 
Banach space, but not trigonometrically well-bounded. However, eiA does 
have a logarithm in contrast to U,,. 
(5.10) EXAMPLE. There is a well-bounded operator T of type (B) on 
L2( N ) which is not hermitian-equivalent. Hence already in the Hilbert space 
case (p=2) the converses of Theorems (4.8)(ii) and (4.12) fail. By the 
construction of a suitable conditional basis for L2(N) it is shown in [ 111 
(see [6, Chap. 181 for a discussion) that there is a sequence {P,},“=l, of 
projection operators defined on L’(N) such that: 
(i) P,P,=O for n#m; 
(ii) C,“= 1 P, converges to I in the strong operator topology; 
(iii) I/c,“=, P, 11 + co as n -+ co; and 
(iv) for every bounded, strictly decreasing sequence {&,}~=, in R, 
z:,“=, A, P, converges to a well-bounded operator of type (B) in the strong 
operator topology. Choose a sequence {An } as in (iv), and let T be the 
well-bounded operator of type (B) given by the series in (iv). If T were her- 
mitian-equivalent, then it follows from [ 15, Theorem 61 that T can be 
made self-adjoint after an appropriate equivalent Hilbert space renorming 
of L’(N). Let T then have spectral measure 9. Thus, for each k E N, 
F( { 1, } ) has range equal to the kernel of (T - I+,). By properties (i) and 
(ii) for the sequence {P, }zz ,, P, likewise has range equal to the kernel of 
(T-,lk). Since P, commutes with T, it commutes with 9( (1, }). Thus 
P, = S({&}) for ke N. But this implies that {c,“=, Pb}Fz I is strongly 
convergent, hence uniformly bounded. We have reached a contradiction to 
(iii), and so T is not hermitian-equivalent. It follows from this that 
sup{ (1 eb*TIJ: nEZ} = +a~. 
(5.11) EXAMPLE. For the index p = 1, Theorem (48)(ii) fails. Let R_, 
denote the translation operator on L’(B) corresponding to (- 1). Thus 
R is a surjective isometry. However, R _, is not trigonometrically well- 
bcmnded for each of the following reasons: 
(i) R-, does not have a logarithm in C#(L’(B)); 
(ii) C;L loo n-’ R:, does not converge in the strong operator 
topology; 
(iii) Rpl does not have an AC(U)-functional calculus. The assertion 
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(i) is shown in [6, Example 20.11. Let 6, be the characteristic function 
relative to Z of (0). For each NE N, it is straightforward that 
This shows (ii). If R _ 1 had an AC(T)-functional calculus, then there would 
be a constant M such that for every trigonometric polynomial Q, 
IlQ(R ,)&II GM IIIQIII~~ (5.12) 
But llQ(R 1) 411 =C,“= -x l&M. H ence by (5.12), every function in 
AC(%) would have an absolutely convergent Fourier series. This con- 
clusion is well known to be false [23,, VI.(3.7)], and so assertion (iii) is 
established. 
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